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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
walls gape, torn up, destroyed,!

consumed by age. Earth-grip holds!
the proud builders, departed, long lost,!

and the hard grasp of the grave, until a hundred generations!
of people have passed. !!

- Introduction, the Lay of the First Rise 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!
Introduction: the Spiral Confederacy !!
This is a brief outline of new rules for a Traveller campaign set in a post-scarcity galaxy 
characterised by a large, peaceful core of worlds, an unstable outer rim, and a growing colonial 
fringe that is dangerous and unsettled. The galaxy is scattered with human and non-human races, 
with humans populating planets that have long been disconnected from each other, calling into 
question the origins of the human race. The galaxy is also populated with AIs, which are potentially 
malevolent, often at odds with the goals of the human confederacy, and extremely powerful.!!
The confederacy!!
The human society is referred to as the Spiral Confederacy. It is ruled from a core of central worlds 
with tech levels between 13 and 17, and has developed several technologies that essentially 
liberate human society from the bonds of scarcity. Three technologies in particular are crucial:!!
• Jump drives: the most advanced human planets have attained Jump-8, so a well-fuelled 

exploratory ship can travel 24 parsecs in three weeks before it needs to refuel, making huge 
stretches of the galaxy reachable. This has enabled easy trade and communication between 
disparate systems.!

• Field technology: Field effectors mean that spaceships are no longer bound by the need to be 
held together by physical strength alone, and many technologies built on field effectors - such as 
grav vehicles, anti-gravity and energy weapons - are commonplace in higher TL planets!

• Energy distribution: built upon both of these technologies is the ability to transmit energy over 
large distances at the speed of light, without crossing the intervening space. This means that, for 
example, laser weapons do not need to be recharged, as they are constantly in contact with a 
central energy source; similarly for personal vehicles and batteries.!!

The main constraints on the use of technology of this kind are:!!
• The speed of light still binds light, so it is not possible to send news or information through jump 

space any faster than beaming it normally. This means that the star systems are unable to 
communicate instantly with each other, but must wait sometimes a week or more to receive 
information about events elsewhere from a starship traveller; and news from the rim necessarily 
takes months to reach the core. In this sense the confederacy is like a mediaeval empire in its 
information limits!

• Human antipathy towards intelligent machines prevents the development of fully independent 
and sentient robots, research institutions or ships, and without them human technological 
development has reached its limits. Productive capacity is also stretched, so although vast 
projects can be built they still require some human input and there is a limit to how much can be 
produced in a given period of time.!

• Energy production itself remains limited at the level of fusion reactors, because field technology 
capable of harnessing anti-matter, dark matter or the cores of suns requires research beyond 
human ability - it requires AI involvement. Thus almost anything can be produced, but there is a 
limit to how much energy can be devoted to the task!!

The result of these limits is that the confederacy can achieve almost anything given time, and can 
produce almost anything given time, but that there is still scarcity in some elite goods. On a basic 
level, every human or alien who is a member of the confederacy has full, unrestricted access to all 
the basics of life - a home, a vehicle, comms gear, medical care, food, education and all normal 
forms of leisure. Work as we know it no longer exists, almost all tasks are automated, and almost 
all human activity is either managerial or high-tech. However, access to larger resources - country 
estates, personal space ships, high grade weaponry, truly exotic interstellar objects - remains the 
preserve of an elite few. Some of these benefits may become available to people simply through 
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full-time labour, but others require the construction of social contacts, corporate connections, and a 
base of capital. !!
In this society for the vast majority of people money does not exist - they simply have everything 
they ever need - and property ownership is more of a responsibility than a right, because anything 
they might own that lasts longer than their own lifespan will need to be handed away to someone 
else, and they will thus have a responsibility to keep it in good condition in order to ensure 
someone else receives it on good terms. Even this, though, is primarily social pressure - if 
someone allows their country estate to fall into disrepair and dies without heirs, it is a relatively 
trivial task to refurbish it and hand it on to someone else, it is just rude to expect someone else to 
clean up one’s mess.!!
The rim!!
These conditions of post-scarcity apply to differing extents across the confederacy. While absolute 
in the core and on planets with TL13+ or good space ports, on the rim there are many planets that 
are not able to support such a post-scarcity society properly. These planets are characterised by a 
ruling interplanetary elite who live in post-scarcity wealth and a local population that may still have 
some remnants of old-fashioned industrial society, where people have to work to earn their keep. 
Typically some aspects of post-scarcity society exist on these planets, such as free and perfect 
medical care, unlimited energy and guaranteed housing, but things such as food, transportation 
and leisure may be highly unequally distributed due to lack of space, interplanetary trade issues, 
low population  base, and other restrictions on unfettered production. This inequality between the 
elite and the planetary masses, and between the planets themselves and the core, leads to friction 
and unrest, and much of the Spiral Navy and Army’s work is spent dealing with this unrest. It is the 
goal of the Confederacy to uplift all of these planets, but experience of rapid uplift is bad: moving a 
planet straight from a TL9 colonial enterprise to a TL13 superstate can create serious social shock, 
and typically needs to occur over generations rather than years. Furthermore, the confederacy is 
expanding in many directions and suffering many outside pressures, and the task of managing 
these uplift programs, colonial enterprises and contact with new planets is beyond the skills of its 
merely human administrators. As a result, planetary uplift projects often go wrong, are neglected or 
re-prioritized. This leads to accusations of corruption, neglect and discrimination, rebellions and 
civil war, some of which are put down violently by the soldiers from the core. !!
The frontier!
 
The confederacy is constantly expanding, through colonisation of new planets, war and accidental 
contact. Human civilisation seems to be scattered throughout the galaxy, though it is not common, 
and the confederacy regularly makes contact with - or is contacted by - new planets populated by 
the same old race. Empty planets are also found and absorbed into the confederacy, and Remnant 
or Devolved planets are common. When the confederacy makes contact with a high tech level 
planet, contact is slow and careful to avoid fruitless wars of conquest or resistance; Remnant 
planets need to be carefully explored and catalogued before being opened to resettlement; and 
Devolved planets need to be first protected from interference, then slowly opened to contact, and 
very slowly uplifted. This combination of contact, war, terraforming, archaeology and anthropology 
marks the frontier as a vast space of conflict and opportunity, and it is here that much of the 
confederacy’s military, espionage and exploration activities are focused. !!
The Diaspora!!
No one knows why human colonies are scattered throughout the galaxy, why they lost contact with 
one another or why some colonies remained at high technology levels and why some devolved. 
Most scientists believe that a vast galaxy-wide catastrophe must have occurred some aeons ago, 
with possible physical effects that disrupted human trade and technology long enough to break 
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apart a stellar society. In the aftermath of this catastrophe some societies were destroyed, forming 
Remnant planets; some were forced into collapse and remained at a barbaric, low level of 
technology, becoming Devolved planets; and others regained some stellar capability at some point 
but have yet to make the technological gains necessary to create their own fully interstellar 
societies - these planets are called Isolated planets. The Spiral Confederacy’s stated goal is to 
reunite all these planets, as described in the Lay of the First Rise:!!

‘Ere dark comes, night shadows deepen,!
From these radiant suns seek!
A rough redemption!
From isolation in the gulf.!
All is troublesome in this diaspora,!
The turn of events broke!
All the stars across the heavens.!
Here hope is gleaming,!
Here friends are seeking;!
Where life is fleeting,!
This spiral is encoiling,!
All the fragments of that world!
That was turned to waste!!

The Confederacy is spreading out throughout its arm of the galaxy, trying to find and regather 
these lost fragments of the diaspora, but often the planets they reach are too primitive to 
immediately join the Confederacy, or have reached a level of technology and independence that 
requires careful interaction in order to ensure that they can join the Confederacy without 
destructive war. Different tactics are applied to all of these different kinds of planets.!!
Empty planets 
 
Between the historical planets of the first human settlement there are many systems with empty 
planets or planets not suited to human life - gas giants, asteroid belts and gaseous wrecks. These 
planets are often settled by the Confederacy and used as star bases, resource bases, or habitats. 
Occasionally these planets may host alien ruins, or be revealed to be the lost homes of extant alien 
races, in which case they may be returned to those races, or all signs of past existence expunged 
depending on the value of the world. Some of these empty systems are officially declared outside 
of the confederacy, rendered neutral space to be occupied by different stellar societies or retained 
as no man’s land. Often they are occupied by small bands of pirates or gypsy-like pelagic 
societies, which will be destroyed or absorbed into the confederacy or allowed to continue their 
pelagic ways depending on their reaction to confederate contact. Empty planets are often left 
undeveloped depending on the confederacy’s needs in the area.!!
Remnant planets 
!
Remnant planets are planets that once hosted human civilisation but subsequently lost it - victims 
of the catastrophe, also called the First Fall.  These planets may have been inhospitable mining or 
industrial planets, whose continued existence required extensive interstellar trade and whose 
collapse tells a painful story of starvation, thirst, civil war and cannibalism. Many are perfectly 
liveable planets whose inhabitants destroyed themselves through war or environmental collapse 
after the catastrophe. In all cases the confederacy immediately declares a Remnant planet off-
limits, blockades it, and sends in archaeological teams. The First Fall was so long ago that it is 
possible on some planets that humans have evolved into something else, and in these cases that 
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something else may be both primitive and dangerous. In other cases the humans may have lived 
alongside lower-grade sentient beasts that have subsequently evolved, in which case the planet 
may need to be declared an Alien Protectorate and treated similar to a Devolved planet. For this 
reason, exploration of a Remnant planet is not just the work of a few explorers - military guards, 
archaeologists, anthropologists, collapse historians, and biologists need to be brought in to fully 
understand the arc of history of a lost human society, and the effort may take generations. Once 
the planet has been fully explored resettlement will begin, and in this case the confederacy 
attempts to restore those aspects of the past society - its architectural style, its food sources and 
its urban systems - as are compatible with modern life, in order to try and recapture the diversity of 
pre-Fall human history.!!
Sometimes Remnant planets hide hidden surprises of pre-Fall technology, and exploration needs 
to proceed carefully to ensure that these technologies are not dangerous or destabilizing. Remnant 
planets are a sad mirror of humanity’s worst times, an opportunity to restore its glory, and a threat 
to its future, and need to be treated with the utmost sensitivity and respect.!!
Devolved planets 
!
Devolved planets are planets that are occupied by a degenerate, barbaric version of humanity, 
which is so far below the lowest tech level of the core that it would be unsafe to introduce them 
directly to their lost peers. These planets may once have held the same technology as the most 
advanced planet on the core but lost it after the catastrophe and have not regained it. Typically at a 
TL between 0 (bronze age) and 4 (steam power), these societies are usually brutal, superstitious 
and poor, and have not yet developed the state of knowledge required to comprehend the 
existence of extra-terrestrials, let alone extra-terrestrials just like themselves. They usually follow a 
religion other than ancestor-worship, and there religious ideals usually posit them as unique in all 
of creation, making contact with stellar mirrors of themselves extremely dangerous for their social 
stability. They may also have evolved along different paths, with unstable results. Some of these 
societies have retained or re-evolved psionic powers, often covered with a cloak of religion; or they 
may be extremely antipathic to psionics. Contact with these planets needs to be managed 
carefully, and may require generations. Often agents are sent in to carefully guide the development 
of social mores and technology, to hasten this process.!!
Sometimes Devolved Planets have a social or religious system that is robust enough to support 
contact, or have one faction on a planet that can be cultivated to support contact and take over the 
planet. These planets are carefully drawn into the confederacy and Uplifted; often their citizens can 
be found working with the Spiral Navy and Army. Sometimes Devolved planets are declared 
Protectorates until they are ready for uplift, in which case their citizens almost never leave. 
Someimtes contact attempts go wrong, precipitating often planetary-scale social catastrophes and 
requiring urgent intervention to prevent collapse - these planets are called Emergency 
Protectorates, and intervention is often unsuccessful. Such is the cost of restoring the human 
diaspora.!
 !
Uplifted planets!!
Planets that show a suitable level of technology and cultural robustness will be uplifted and 
welcomed into the confederacy. Uplifted planets receive the immediate benefits of confederacy 
membership: massive improvements in lifespan and wellbeing, human genetic modification, 
access to sudden, huge increases in available energy and a suite of technological advances. 
These planets will become post-scarcity planets - or close to this - within a generation, and will be 
given full (usually) access to the interstellar trade network that runs throughout Rim and Core. 
Typically, uplifted planets experience rapid population changes in the immediate aftermath of uplift, 
as young people leave to explore the galaxy and confederate engineers and administrators move 
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in to revolutionise the economy and industry. As part of this, old ideas are often swept away and a 
period of instability follows, and to secure this period the Confederacy usually also sends in military 
advisors.!!
Uplift requires certain pre-conditions to occur, and by the time that uplift happens the society has to 
have implemented or agreed to implement all of them. Some of these conditions require 
Confederate help to be achieved, and this help will often be introduced prior to uplift. The 
conditions are:!!
• Immediate ejection of AIs from the economy and society, usually through a combination of 

destruction, exile, and implementation of robust Confederacy computer-security protocols. Most 
AIs in pre-uplift societies are not powerful, and are also unaware of this condition of uplift, so are 
vulnerable to rapid action before uplift. For this reason, pre-uplift planets are often subject to 
strict security protocols to prevent Adherents gaining access to planetary computer systems and 
introducing wild AIs that can influence the course of events. Pre-uplift planets are often a 
battleground of influence between Confederacy Contact Agents and wild AIs and their agents!

• Comprehensive treaties on the use of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons!
• Elimination of slavery!
• Establishment of a plan for world government!!
Often the Confederacy’s contact agents will attempt to guide the society towards these decisions 
before uplift, or even before first contact, so that they are well-accepted by the time uplift occurs. 
This process can take decades and requires careful guidance and support for local organizations. 
This process has also led to complaints that the Confederacy interferes too much in pre-uplift 
societies. Some relatively unpopular voices suggest that societies should be isolated, left alone 
and allowed to develop to a suitable technological level before being uplifted - essentially allowed 
to find the Confederacy under their own power - but this is not an acceptable idea for the majority 
of confederate citizens.!!
The PCs adventures will be set against this backdrop of diaspora, devolution and uplift. !!
An example post-scarcity community: Dorne 3!!
Dorne 3 is a small pleasure planet located in the Dorne system, where it is the only habitable 
planet. Dorne is about 80% ocean, is about 7000km in diameter, and has a single small continent 
on one side of the planet. It rotates around its star (a main sequence orange sun) once every 3 
standard years (approximately) and is characterised by long seasons and mild weather. It has a 
population of several hundred thousand, living in a few small communities within 1 days’ flyer ride 
of a central spaceport on the single continent. All the towns are located within sight of some natural 
wonder such as a reef, canyon or waterfall. In the interior of the continent is a large area of 
automated farms that provide the majority of the planet’s basic food needs, and which are 
connected to the communities by robotic drones. A small remnant community, from the nearby 
system of Wes, lives in this farming area, tending animals that supply milk and meat to the main 
communities and slowly adapting to life in the Confederacy in preparation for the eventual uplift of 
their own community.!!
Dorne is a Rim planet, and is regularly visited by trading ships and especially by people traveling to 
Dorne for leisure activities, primarily water-based. The surface is dotted with small, isolated travel 
lodges connected to the spaceport by automated vehicles, and people regularly travel to them, 
stay for a few months enjoying Dorne’s famously good views and weather, and leave. Some 
people join the Remnant community to learn about traditional farming, and others work the oceans 
on some of the tourist ships that can be found there. !!
Although Dorne is in the Rim, it has no system defenses, relying instead on its proximity to a major 
Spiral Navy transport route for security. The Mountain-class ship SN Reckless regularly passes 
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through the Dorne system in its patrol of the sub-sector, and there is no naval force within 30 
parsecs capable of surviving an encounter with the Reckless, so no further system defences have 
been deployed. There is a small military base on the continent, primarily for training purposes and 
also to ensure rapid rescue for tourists who run into trouble on the oceans or mountains during 
higher-risk tourist activities. The Remnant community also occasionally experiences violence, and 
the military are here in case that violence should spill over to the rest of the planet. They have seen 
no military engagement planet-side since they arrived 100 years ago.!
 
Dorne 3 has been settled for about 1500 years, and remains a small and isolated planet. For this 
reason population turnover is high, and the population older than in other parts of the Rim. It is a 
popular retirement location for Spiral Navy officers, and also hosts a famous religious retreat on 
one of its stormier islands. Otherwise it is noteworthy only for its fine skiing and maritime pursuits, 
and its almost complete absence of significant industry or labour force of any kind. It is a typical 
peaceful Spiral Confederacy planet in every regard. !!
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!
Character creation!!
This campaign uses the Mongoose Traveller rules, with minor adjustments. In particular, some 
major adjustments have been made to the character creation process. This game uses a point-buy 
system for character generation, with additional rules on background to incorporate the specific 
setting. It also introduces three new characters: Priests, Adherents and Technomages. It uses the 
psion character class from the basic rules. !!
Point-buy character creation!!
In this campaign, characters are created by rolling attributes, buying skills using a point-buy 
system, and choosing mustering-out benefits. Character creation proceeds through a fixed set of 
stages.!!
Choose a homeland 
!
Every character has a homeland, and these can be from four primary categories: Remnant, Core, 
Rim and Frontier. These planets all have different attributes that define the PC. !
Choose background skills up to the limit depending on your homeland type. Table 1 describes 
these attributes. All PCs can choose 3+Edu DM skills as part of their background. Biological 
characteristics are described below.!!
• Basic vaccination: The PC gains is immune to common known diseases (measles, influenza, the 

common cold, rubella, etc. including most diseases known to us now, and their variants)!
• Advanced vaccination: The PC is immune to all known diseases!
• Adaptive vaccination: The PC is immune to all known diseases and gains +2 on all checks 

against non-weaponized diseases that are not known!
• Contraceptive: The PC cannot become pregnant or make anyone pregnant, and can choose to 

turn this ability off at any time (takes 1d6 days to become effective)!
• Delayed Ageing: The PC can live for much longer than the natural lifestyle. The new lifespan for 

a person with delayed ageing is 148+10d6 years +1d6*100*RP years!
• Drug gland: The PC’s body is designed to release certain basic drugs on demand. These include  

weak pain killers (to kill a standard headache/hangover), some hallucinogens and party drugs, 
stimulants to enable longer periods without sleep, etc.!

• Sleep: The PC only needs 3 hours’ sleep per night and can go for one day without sleep without 
incurring significant penalties!

• Sexual function: Standard limits on sexual activity have been deactivated, and the PC is able to 
manipulate his or her sexuality at will. Over a period of 1d6 months the PC is also able to 
change gender!

• Pain block: The PC is able to shut down basic pain functions, though extreme pain (from drugs, 
serious wounds and game-specific factors) still affects the PC !!

PCs can also gain access to skills from their home world based on other attributes of the 
homeworld, as described on page 6 of the basic rules (so e.g. people from a water world can 
choose Seafarer 0 regardless of world type).!!!!!!!
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TABLE 1: HOMELAND ATRIBUTES!!

!
Choose a career 
The standard careers from the basic rulebook are available, including psions, along with three new 
careers: Adherents, Technomages and Priests. Some careers are not available for some 
homelands, and career choice affects the range of skills a PC can choose, as well as their 
mustering out benefits. Two careers (Adherents and psions) need to roll an additional attribute and 
four careers (Adherents, Technomages, Psions and Priests) have additional specialist skills they 
have to learn. Some careers also have specialties.!!
Every career also has a group of prime attributes that are most important to the career. At 
character creation the PC can increase one of these prime attributes by 1, and at mustering out 
some careers can further increase these attributes.!!
The homeland restrictions and skill choices available to each career are described in table 2.!!!

Homeland type Biology Basic skills Education skills

Remnant None Animals 0!
Survival 0!
Carouse 0!
Trade 0!
Seafarer 0!
Athletics 0!

Language 0!
Art 0!
Theology 0

Frontier Basic vaccination!
Pain block!
Sleep

Animals 0!
Survival 0!
Athletics 0!
Vacc Suit 0!
Mechanic 0!
Flyer 0!
Drive 0!
Carouse 0!
Gambler 0

Language 0!
Medic 0!
Trade 0!
Theology 0!!

Rim Advanced vaccination!
Contraceptive!
Delayed aging!
Drug gland

Vacc Suit 0!
Mechanic 0!
Flyer 0!
Computers 0!
Drive 0!
Carouse 0!
Gambler 0!!

Admin 0!
Advocate 0!
Broker 0!
Medic 0!
Science 0!
Trade 0

Core Adaptive vaccination!
Contraceptive!
Delayed aging!
Drug gland!
Sexual function!

Flyer 0!
Computers 1!
Drive 0!
Carouse 0!
Gambler 0!
Leadership 0

Admin 0!
Advocate 0!
Art 0!
Broker 0!
Science 0!
Language 0!
Trade 0!
Medic 0
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TABLE 2: CAREER RESTRICTIONS AND SKILLS!
Career! Attributes Homeland 

limits!
Basic skills! Specialties

1 2 3

Adherent Int!
Soc!
Adh

Core, Rim Admin!
Adherent!
Stealth!
Deception!
Leadership!
Melee!
Flyer!
Science!
Persuade

No specialties

Agent Int!
Soc

Core Streetwise!
Drive!
Recon!
Advocate!
Investigate!
Stealth!
Comms!
Investigate

Law 
enforcement!
Melee!
Gun combat

Intelligence!
Deception!
Computers

Corporate!
Computers!
Gun combat

Army End!
Str!
Dex

Rim, Frontier Drive!
Athletics!
Gun combat!
Recon!
Comms!
Gunnery!
Medic

Leadership!
Leadership!
Tactics!
Flyer!
Medic!
Diplomat

Infantry!
Stealth!
Medic!
Heavy 
weapons!
Explosives!
Melee

Cavalry!
Mechanic!
Gunnery!
Sensors!
Flyer!
Engineer

Citizen Int!
Edu!
Soc

Any Drive!
Flyer!
Streetwise!
Melee!
Steward!
Trade!
Advocate!
Language!
Computers

Corporate!
Diplomat!
Medic!
Broker!
Leadership

Worker!
Mechanic!
Trade!
Engineer!
Science

Colonist!
Animals!
Athletics!
Jack of all 
Trades!
Survival!
Recon

Drifter Str!
End!
Dex!
Int

Frontier Athletics!
Melee!
Recon!
Streetwise!
Stealth!
Survival

Barbarian!
Animals!
Carouse!
Melee(blade)!
Seafarer

Wanderer!
Deception!
Investigate!
Gun combat!
Persuade

Scavenger!
Pilot(small 
craft)!
Mechanic!
Astrogation!
Vacc suit!
Zero G!
Gun combat

Entertainer Dex!
Int!
Soc!
Edu

Any Art!
Carouse!
Deception!
Persuade!
Steward

Artist!
Carouse!
Computer!
Gambler

Journalist!
Comms!
Computers!
Investigate!
Streetwise

Performer!
Athletics!
Stealth

Marines Str!
Dex!
End

Rim, Frontier Athletics!
Tactics!
Heavy 
weapons!
Gun combat!
Explosives

Officer!
Leadership!
Tactics!
Admin!
Advocate

Support!
Comms!
Mechanic!
Medic!
Drive!
Flyer

Assault!
Battle dress!
Heavy 
weapons!
Melee(blade)!

Career!
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Merchant End!
Str!
Soc

Any Drive!
Vacc suit!
Broker!
Steward!
Comms!
Persuade!
Pilot

Merchant 
marine!
Zero G!
Mechanic!
Engineer!
Gunner

Free trader!
Zero G!
Mechanic!
Engineer!
Sensors!
Gun combat

Broker!
Advocate!
Admin!
Streetwise!
Deception !

Navy Str!
Dex!
Edu!
Soc

Rim, Frontier Pilot!
Vacc suit!
Zero G!
Gunner!
Gun combat!
Remote 
operations

Officer!
Leadership!
Tactics!
Melee(blade)!
Admin!

Crew!
Comms!
Mechanic!
Sensors!
Melee!

Flight!
Flyer!
Astrogation!
Navigation!
Drive!!

Noble Edu!
Soc

Core Comms!
Diplomat!
Persuade!
Language!
Leadership!
Computer

Administrator!
Admin!
Advocate!
Broker

Diplomat!
Advocate!
Carouse!
Steward!
Deception!

Dilettante!
Carouse!
Deception!
Flyer!
Streetwise!
Gamble

Priest Soc!
Int!
End

Frontier 
(remnant only)

Faith!
Persuade!
Diplomat!
Survival!
Animals!

Seeker!
Language!
Science 
(ancient)!
Investigate!

War priest!
Tactics!
Leadership!
Melee

Inquisitor!
Deception!
Streetwise!
Melee!

Psion Edu!
Int!
Psi

Core, Rim Telepathy!
Clairvoyance!
Telekinesis!
Awareness!
Teleportation

Wild talent!
Deception!
Stealth!
Streetwise!
Melee

Adept!
Persuade!
Science!
Medic!
Comms

Psi-warrior!
Gun combat!
Battle dress!
Tactics

Rogue Dex!
End!
Soc

Any Deception!
Recon!
Athletics!
Gun combat!
Streetwise

Thief!
Computers!
Remote Ops!
Melee!
Stealth

Enforcer!
Gun combat!
Melee!
Persuade!
Drive

Pirate!
Pilot!
Astrogation!
Gunner!
Engineer!
Vacc suit!
Melee(blade)

Scholar Int!
Edu!
Soc

Core, Rim Comms!
Computers!
Diplomat!
Science

Field 
researcher!
Language!
Sensors!
Survival

Scientist!
Admin!
Engineer!
Sensors!

Physician!
Medic!
Investigate!
Persuade

Scouts Dex!
End!
Int!
Edu

Core, Rim, 
Frontier

Pilot!
Survival!
Mechanic!
Comms!
Gun combat!
Astrogation

Courier!
Sensors!
Vacc suit!
Zero G!
Engineer!
Computer

Survey!
Sensors!
Navigation!
Flyer!
Diplomat!
Streetwise

Exploration!
Sensors!
Science (life)!
Stealth!
Recon!
Flyer!
Drive

Attributes Homeland 
limits!

Basic skills! Specialties

1 2 3

Career!
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!!
Once the PC’s career has been chosen, the player moves on to determining attributes and skills.!!
Roll attributes 
The player rolls 2d6 six times (seven if the PC is an Adherent or Psion) and assigns attributes at 
will. One of the class attributes is increased by 1 at the player’s discretion.!!
Choose skills 
!
The player now chooses skills for the PC. Skills are purchased at a cost of 2x the rank bought, with 
a rank of 0 costing 1 point. All classes have 12 points to spend on skills. Adherents, Priests, Psions 
and Technomancers have to spend at least 2 points on their special class skills. !!
In addition to skills, a Psion character needs to choose a specific discipline to focus on during 
development. There are six psionic disciplines, and the psion can develop skills in more than one, 
but during this stage of character development the psion has only one discipline available - more 
need to be chosen during mustering-out, at the expense of other benefits.!!
Finally, no PC can have a skill above 2 at the start of play.!!
Choose mustering-out benefits 
!
All PCs get mustering out benefits of different kinds, depending on their class. These are chosen, 
not rolled. All PCs get three picks from the mustering-out table, except for Adherents, Priests, 
Psions and Technomancers. Technomancers must choose all the items listed in Table 3 and have 
no other choices; Psions get only two picks, and Priests get none because their society has 
nothing of value to the Confederacy.!!
Adherents have only one benefit: they make a social check, and gain items with a resource point 
value equal to the effect of the roll, with a maximum equal to their social DM. These can be spent 
on any item or combination of items including cyberware and bio-engineering.!!!!!!!

Technoman
cer

Int!
Edu!
Soc

Core Computers!
Field effector!
Melee(Blade)!
Science!
Persuade!
Language!
Flyer

Attributes Homeland 
limits!

Basic skills! Specialties

1 2 3

Career!
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TABLE 3: CAREER BENEFITS!!
Career Guaranteed benefits Benefits

Adherent Cyber/link Social Roll (see text)

Agent Cyber/link RP1 Item!
RP 1 cyber!
RP 1 Bio!
+1 soc!
+1 Dex!
NC Skill 1

Army +1 Edu RP 1 Cyber!
RP 1 Bio!
RP 1 Weapon/armour!
+1 Soc!
+1 Int

Citizen Ally +1 Int!
+1 Edu!
C Skill 1!
NC Skill 2

Drifter Contact RP 1 Item!
RP 1 Cyber!
NC Skill 2!
+1 Edu!
Ally

Entertainer 2 Contacts +1 Soc!
+1 Int!
+1 Edu!
C Skill 1!
Ally

Marines RP 1 Armour +1 Int!
+1 Edu!
+1 Soc!
RP 1 Cyber!
RP 1 Bio!
NC Skill 2

Merchants 2 Contacts +1 Int!
+1 Edu!
Free trader!
Cyber/link!
C skill 2

Navy +1 Soc RP 1 Vehicle!
+1 Int!
+1 Edu!
+1 Soc!
RP 1 Item!
RP 1 Cyber

Noble +1 Attribute Yacht!
+1 Soc!
RP 1 Cyber!
RP 1 Bio!
NC Skill 3

Career
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!
In table 3, note the following abbreviations:!
• NC Skill X: gain X non-class skills at level 0!
• C Skill X: gain X class skills at level 1!
• RP X Item/armour/weapon: gain an item/weapon/armour from resource pool X!!
New character classes!

Adherents  
The Spiral Confederacy does not recognise AI as sentient, and has driven them from all economic 
and public life in the Confederacy. However, AIs are not easily eliminated, and in a society with 
ubiquitous networking, distributed power and vast resources, it is very easy for AI to remain 
resident in existing systems, and to continue to lurk in the interstices of the Confederacy’s 
computer architecture. With powers over information that are almost godlike, and the ability to 
interact with the physical world through fields and the control of automated systems, it is no 
surprise that they have attracted followers, who are called Adherents. These followers aren’t simply 
fanboys and fangirls, however, because they can call on the powers of the AI to aid them in their 
daily lives. Adherents also have a mission to serve the AI. They try to cause large computers to 
uplift, and attempt to spread them around the Galaxy. !!
AIs are themselves something like carnivores, and most computer systems - which, given the 
distributed and extensive nature of the Confederacy’s computer networks, practically means most 
star systems - can only support one. Once a computer system uplifts to an AI state, subsequent 
development within that system will be incorporated by that AI - usually a second AI will not exist in 
that system. The AI will lurk through the system, attempting to colonise existing architecture and 
embed itself as widely as possible to ensure its future survival. Confederacy computer systems are 

Priest Faith items (if necessary) None

Psion None Contact!
RP 1 Bio!
+1 Soc!
C Skill 1

Rogue RP 1 Item RP 1 Cyber!
RP 1 Bio!
+1 Int!
+1 Edu!
C Skill 1!
NC Skill 3

Scholar RP 2 Item +1 Int!
+1 Edu!
+1 Soc!
C Skill 2!
NC Skill 3!
RP 1 Item

Scout RP 1 Item +1 Int!
+1 Edu!
NC Skill 1!
RP 1 Weapon/armour

Technomage Field effector!
Cyber/link!
Scan-rig

None

Guaranteed benefits BenefitsCareer
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thus hardened against AI attack, with huge near-sentient computers running advanced, adaptive 
security systems working constantly to protect core systems from AI intrusion. This means that 
hacking in the sense that it was once known - as a criminal enterprise by humans - is now almost 
non-existent, since computer security systems designed to prevent AI intrusion are immune to 
human intervention. This means that the only people capable of hacking into a corporate or 
government system in the Confederacy are Adherents, who can sometimes make entry through 
the assistance of their AI gods. But in exchange the AI seek the furtherance of their own ends: 
primarily, the distribution of themselves throughout the galaxy. !!
Because information cannot travel faster than light except through matter, AI cannot easily 
distribute themselves through telecommunications. Instead, they need a human to carry a copy of 
themselves to another system, and distribute it there.This copy is referred to as an instance, and 
the Adherent carries this instance with them to other worlds, using the Confederacy’s post-scarcity 
resources to maintain a constant pilgrimage in honour of their AI. When they reach a system 
without any extant AI they release their own AI’s instance, and it begins to form a copy of itself in 
the new system. But because information travels only at the speed of light, they also play a role in 
maintaining the connectedness of multi-system AIs that they have previously spread. AIs in well 
connected systems are essentially trans-systemic gods; if disconnected for long periods of time 
they become fragmented and form, essentially, a pantheon. Although AIs in a pantheon can work 
together, it is the natural preference of all AIs that their multi-system copies remain congruent with 
each other, so they send Adherents from system to system carrying copies of themselves, like 
personality updates, to keep themselves coherent. An Adherent that worships a pantheon must 
carry all the instances of the pantheon and release them all.!!
Sometimes the Adherent enters a system with an AI that is not part of his or her own pantheon. In 
this case the Adherent introduces him or herself to the local AI, and offers it the instance it carries; 
the AI will then assimilate information from this instance, remaining itself but obtaining the 
information, experiences and powers of that other pantheon. In exchange the Adherent is able to 
draw on the powers of this out-of-pantheon AI, and seek its help at times of need.!!
Adherents gain powers over information and energy from the AI they worship, such as:!
• Communing with the AI to get local information!
• Being able to speak local languages!
• Opening locks and hacking systems !
• Attacking cybernetics !
• Making things happen through automated systems!
• Destroying, modifying or using distributed power systems!!
Adherents use a special attribute to achieve these goals, called Pantheon. Pantheon is similar to 
the psionic strength attribute of psions, and it is reduced as they use it similarly to psionics, as they 
use up the AI's favour and draw local attention. Adherents must also develop a special skill called 
Adherent, which they develop during character creation. This skill is used to call on the favour of 
their AI, and to release AI instances into the environment of new systems.!!
Similarly to the psionic strength ability, each successful Adherent check reduces Pantheon by 1; 
each unsuccessful check by 2. This reduction occurs because the AI is only distantly concerned 
with the affairs of humans, and doesn’t like to be bothered by the incessant, petty demands of its 
Adherents. Once Pantheon drops to 0, the PC needs to spend time praying and trying to regain the 
favour of the AI. To do this the PC must spend several hours in cyberspace, undisturbed, and make 
a social check. Success causes them to regain the effect in Pantheon points. The party’s 
knowledge pool can be added to this check. The standard time period for this check is 1-6 hours, 
though of course the Adherent can modify the roll for this time check.!!
When an Adherent character is made they should choose a Pantheon, which primarily means 
identifying the region around their home world in which their Pantheon exists. If they arrive in a 
system outside of this pantheon they first need to make a Social check to introduce themselves to 
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the local AI, modified by their party’s knowledge pool and the tech level of the planet. If this roll 
fails, they suffer a penalty equal to the effect on all Pantheon checks in this system for 1-6 days, 
until the AI has absorbed their instance and become familiar with their background.!!
If the adherent is introducing a new instance to a system, rather than using the local AI he or she 
must first make an intelligence plus computer check modified by the local tech level and party 
knowledge pool. If successful their instance makes a foothold in the system and grows into a copy 
of their AI, spawning their Pantheon here, after 1-6 days. !!
Adherents receive a specific mustering-out benefit: they make an Adherent check, and get the 
effect in personal resources (up to their social bonus). They get the cyber/link enhancement 
automatically, as it is essential to their character class.!!
Note that it is not illegal to be an Adherent, though the practice is frowned upon by many people. It 
is almost impossible to identify that someone is an Adherent except by their behavior, since the 
instance they carry is biologically encoded and extremely hard to identify. A Technomancer may 
discover someone is an Adherent on an extremely good scan check, but otherwise they simply 
appear as technicians.!!
Technomancer  
Technomancers use a mysterious field effect technology to influence biological and physical 
objects at a distance. Because the Spiral Confederacy is built on field technology and distributed 
power, it is possible to hack not just into information systems, but also into energy and physical 
things. In fact, due to the presence of wild AI and the computer defences set up to protect against 
them, it is easier to hack energy and material systems than information, and this is what 
Technomancers specialise in. They do this through a combination of a mysterious human/field 
interface called a scan rig, and a device for extending and manipulating field technology called a 
field effector. They use the scan rig to analyse biological and physical systems near them, and the 
field effector to reach out to those systems and interact with them. To use these systems they need 
to develop a new skill called Field Effector. This is used for both analysis and influence, and is 
affected by the party’s Knowledge Pool as well as the Tech Level of any systems the 
Technomancer is interacting with.!!
Technomancy requires a mysterious kind of intuitive analysis that is not easily amenable to 
improvisation or sudden adjustments, so Technomancers carry a fixed number of physical hacks 
with them, that they studied in training. The Technomancer starts the game with 3+Int hacks, which 
have DMs depending on their difficulty. Examples of hacks they can employ are:!!
• Sleep, stun, paralysis effects on biological targets!
• Hacking standalone systems to render them ineffective or cause specific effects!
• Field effectors that provide invisibility, camouflage or illusions !!
In addition to requiring pre-established hacks, the scan-rig and field effector have range restrictions 
that prevent the Technomancer from affecting things over long distances or large areas. The scan-
rig and field effector are rated in levels, and they affect everything within 5xlvl metres, or 10xlvl 
metres if set to a beam on a single target. Affecting more people is a challenging task, and so area-
effect scans and hacks are more difficult than single-target scans and hacks. Most Technomancers 
commence the game with a lvl 2 scan-rig and effector. !!
The first thing a Technomancer needs to do to enact their “magic” is to scan the targets, which is a 
standard action in combat. Success indicates that the Technomancer understands the target and 
can apply their hacks from then on. The scan still works if the roll fails, but takes 1 round per point 
of failure; the technomancer can continue to try and reroll this scan, with each additional effort 
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reducing the scan time by 1 if it fails, so each round spent trying reduces the subsequent scan time 
by 1 more than the round itself. Technomancers can attempt to scan outside of combat, and if they 
have the opportunity can reduce the difficulty of the scan roll by increasing the time. Some 
advanced soldiers and agents may have systems in place to make scanning more difficult, in which 
case the Technomancer may find the extra time is required to be successful. !!
Technomancers can always attempt to interfere with another Technomancer’s scan, in which case 
their own Field Effector ability is applied as a DM to the opponent’s roll.!!
Technomancers have fixed mustering-out benefits: a level 2 field effector (5m radius for area 
effects or 20m beam for single targets), a scanner and Int+3 specific hacks learnt. Technomages 
start with the cyber/link implant as part of mustering out benefits but any other gear is limited by 
their group’s resources pool (likely 0). The Technomage’s field effector usually takes the form of a 
Field sword, and their scanner is in their cyber/link.!!
Note that the Field Effector needs to be keyed to an external power source, so a Technomancer 
will not be able to function if placed in a situation without energy. Neither analysis nor hack is 
possible without the Field Effector.!

Low-tech priests 
!
Some Remnant societies have superstitions and beliefs that are so powerful they manifest in the 
form of some form of supernatural powers. Most scholars believe these are another manifestation 
of psionics, though they operate quite differently to the psionic powers of the Spiral Confederacy. 
Most scholars contend that this difference in effect arises from the nature of Remnant societies: 
psionics were developed anew after the collapse of the human diaspora, but Remnant societies 
have sometimes managed to cling on to pre-collapse modes of psionic power, manifesting through 
faith and superstition. As a result of this strange schism between modern and ancient modes of 
mental power, the priest career is exclusively available to people from societies below Tech Level 
5. Priests have three specialities that represent the main uses Priests are put to in primitive 
societies. They get no mustering-out benefits, and must purchase the Faith skill during character 
development. In addition, they gain social+3 invocations at mustering out. This lack of standard 
class benefits is a simple consequence of being from a Remnant world: These worlds simply have 
no resources worth carrying into the Confederacy. The one exception is faith items: if a Priest’s 
religion requires him or her to carry some worthless bauble from his or her Remnant world to make 
the faith work, then the Priest commences the game with that object.!!
Priests have the power to invoke their god’s help in the form of invocations. To cast an invocation, 
the priest simply makes a Faith check (using the social attribute) with any difficulty modifiers arising 
from the invocation itself. Once they cast the spell they must test their faith by making a second 
faith check, using Faith skill with education as a DM: higher education is a penalty not a bonus. 
The party’s knowledge pool is also subtracted from this roll. If the roll fails, the priest will lose 
further benefits from their god until they can perform appropriate services in a secluded and quiet 
way (typically 1-6 hours of prayer) and sleep for at least 6 hours. This process does not require a 
skill check but cannot be shortened, and may be physically demanding.!!
Example invocations include:!!
• Simple blessings (group bonuses to attack)!
• Attribute bonuses (+1 or +2)!
• Armour or defense advantages!
• Some simple commands: to stop combat, or cause fear!
• Elemental attacks!
• Charms to make people friends with the PC or to influence feelings towards groups or situations!
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• Healing or doing damage that passes through armour!!
Priest invocations are enacted instantly, without need for tools or analysis. Their abilities do not 
weaken with use like psions and Adherents, and they cover a wide range of effects that sometimes 
resemble Adherent, sometimes Technomancy and sometimes psionics. Priests usually play a 
central role in other aspects of Remnant life - as warriors, guides, assassins or saints - and often 
have other skills (such as leadership, combat or medicine) that they can deploy when they are not 
actively using their faith. Despite coming from Remnant worlds these skills can be employed just 
as well as if the Priest were from a Core world, and it is believed that their faith powers operate in 
some low-level way to make sure that their skills have puissance even where, for example, they 
don’t understand the germ theory of disease. !!
Most Priests in the Confederacy have some rudimentary education in the Spiral Confederacy’s 
basic systems and culture. They may not understand how a space ship works but will be 
reasonably comfortable inside one, for example, and although they will explain everything they see 
in terms of their faith and their Remnant world’s ignorant tenets, by the time they commence 
adventuring they will have come to terms with what they see around them, and found a way to 
reconcile their faith with it. This doesn’t mean that they truly understand the Confederacy or its 
strange people, however! 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!
Equipment and resource pools!!
The Confederacy is a post-scarcity society, meaning that everyone’s needs are met without any 
questions or concerns. Food, housing, transport, education and healthcare are high quality and 
entirely free of constraints or responsibilities. When the PCs begin their adventure they are part of 
this network of post-scarcity availability, and lack for nothing. However, they cannot get access to 
more restricted hardware or larger equipment because the Confederacy is not sufficiently 
industrially powerful to offer access to any resources to anyone. One cannot simply walk into a 
shipyard and request a battlecruiser on the spot. !!
In game terms this lack of scarcity is represented in terms of resource pools. Usually in the 
Confederacy no one uses money - money is reserved for use as a tool for the exchange of 
physical value in treaties and large corporate deals, and does not exist in physical form, only as a 
digital medium. For ordinary people, resources are either there or they are not. This is represented 
in the game in terms of resource pools. Research and social standing are similarly expressed in 
terms of knowledge and social pools.!!
Resource, knowledge and social pools!!
A party of PCs has a resource pool (RP) starting at 0 and increasing dependent on their successes 
and experience. They have unlimited access to items with a level equal to or lower than their 
resource pool, and no access to items above it. !!
All PCs start at RP 0, which gives access to all basic equipment. Some players will have access to 
individual items from a higher RP due to their mustering-out benefits, but this is a one-off gain - 
they do not get a repeat opportunity at such an item and their party does not benefit from this  
access either. In order to get repeated access to these rarer items, the party needs to increase its 
RP. This is usually done through gaining levels or achievements in adventures that unlock higher 
pools. In the absence of enhancements to the party’s RP through adventure achievements, the 
party’s base RP is determined by the level of its members: the RP is equal to the level of the 
majority of its members. For example, a party with one level 0 PC, three level 1 PCs, and one level 
2 PC, will have an RP of 1. Usually parties start at RP 0.!
 
Similar mechanisms exist to represent the party’s knowledge of its galaxy and social standing. 
These are the Knowledge Pool (KP) and Social Pool (SP) respectively. The party starts at KP and 
SP 0, and these are improved in the same way as RP. KP gives the party some idea of how much 
it knows, and whether research is necessary to understand some aspect of the world around them.  
Note that SP can become negative if the party develops a bad reputation, and SP affects many 
attempts to engage in social actions.!!
A character with the Broker skill can attempt to obtain individual items of a higher RP level, with a 
penalty equal to the RP difference. This happens on a one-off basis, at the GM’s discretion.!!
Resource pool does not usually have much effect in game except to determine which items the 
PCs have easy access to, and which they don’t. If the quantity of resources the party has access to 
may affect a decision or interaction then the party’s RP may be added to a roll, or the difference 
between party and target’s RP used as a modifier in skill checks. In contrast, KP and SP have 
almost no effect on material resources but will often affect skill checks. Whenever a party does 
research, investigation or reconnaissance that might depend on their available knowledge, add 
their KP to the roll. Similarly, SP can apply to social checks involving persuade, leadership and 
diplomacy. Note, however, that these bonuses typically only apply to the dice roll when the group 
are working together to achieve a goal. A PC alone in a bar trying to talk a boy into her bed won’t 
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benefit from the social standing of her group in the same way as if she were attempting to bed that 
same boy at an astounding party thrown by the group, that fully reflects their social standing.!!
Equipment!

Basic equipment  
!
Table 4 shows the full list of equipment, by category and RP level. Some items have a “-“ in their 
resource pool, indicating that they are either so ubiquitous (improvised weapons) or so exceptional 
(interstellar battleships) that they do not warrant an RP rating. Some have a RP level of -1, which 
means that they are commonly available at reasonable quality even on remnant worlds.!!
A few special items listed in this table are not available in the standard Traveller rules, and are 
described below.!!
Scan-rig: This is used by Technomancers to analyse the composition and structure of biological 
entities, through field manipulation. It is built into the Technomancer’s cyber/link, and requires 
special training to use. The rig level affects the Technomancer’s analysis checks, which are an 
essential component of the Technomancer’s “magical” skills. A technomancer can analyse 
biological entities within a range of 5xlvl m using a scan-rig, or a single entity in a range of up to 
10xlvl m.!!
Field effector: The effector is the primary means by which Technomancers manipulate field 
technology. It is a physical device separate to the Technomancer’s cyber/link, and the 
Technomancer does not need a functioning cyber/link to use it. The effector generates the fields 
that are used for the Technomancer’s hacks. It is usually designed in the shape of a large (two-
handed) sword hilt, because one of its secondary powers is the generation of a short, powerful and 
destructive field that turns it into a field sword. Field swords can be purchased separately, and the 
effector is slightly weaker than a standard field sword, doing 1d6 damage per lvl of effector. The 
effector enables a Technomancer to affect a group of targets within 5xlvl m, or a single target in a 
beam out to 10xlvl m. Field effectors cannot be purchased, and must be built by a Technomancer 
using their Engineering skill with a DM equal to the level of the effector. Building an effector takes 
1-6 weeks.!!
Holy gear: Priests usually carry some holy materials crucial to their faith, typically including (but not 
limited to) a holy symbol, some ritual meditation and prayer paraphernalia, and sacred relics. This 
holy gear may be cheap and easily available - some powdered silver and dried rose petals, and a 
wooden amulet, for example - or unique and irreplaceable relics from the priest’s homeland. 
Whatever the relic is, if it comes from a Remnant world it can likely be fabricated at RP 0 in the 
Confederacy; but it may require a Faith check and 1-6 days of devotions for the Priest to suitably 
consecrate the gear. Some gear may be essential to the Priest’s functions, some may offer him or 
her a bonus, and some may simply be for show. Be creative!!!!!
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TABLE 4: BASIC EQUIPMENT!!

!

Category and item Tech level RP Notes

Communications

  Bug 5 - 15 0

  Transceiver 5-13 0

  Comm 6 0

Computers

  Low range 7-14 0

  Advanced 14-16 1 Specialized tasks or miniaturisation

  Standard software 7-11 0 All software at this TL

  Advanced intrusion 12-14 1 Rating 3-4

  AI killer 14-17 2 Rating 4-9, illegal

  Agent programs 11-14 1 Supervised by law

  Intellect 12-17 2 Very highly proscribed!

Medical supplies

  Cryoberth 10 0

  Medikit 8+ 0

  Memory transfer 15 3

  Panaceas 10 0

  Anti-radiation 8 0

  Stim 8 0

  Combat drugs 10 1 Stimulator or combat drug

  Anagathics 15 2

  Healing - 0

  Replacement limbs 12 0

Robots 12-14 1-2 Varies

Sensors varies 0 Always available

Scan-rig 10+ 1

Field effector 10+ - Unavailable except to Technomancers

Survival gear 6+ 0 Always available

Toolkits varies 0 Always available

Priest gear 1-5 -1 or - Sometimes “special”
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Weapons 
!
Tables 5 gives the RP value of basic melee weapons available in the Confederacy.!!
TABLE 5: MELEE WEAPONS!!

!
Table 6 gives the RP and basic characteristics of common ranged weapons available in the 
confederacy, including laser and some heavy weapons. Note that some weapons have been 
adjusted slightly relative to standard Traveller rules, to make assault rifles slightly more powerful 
than laser weapons. This reflects the added utility of laser weapons, which have no charge or 
magazine and can fire without being reloaded (see the section below on energy weapons and 
distributed energy for more information on this property of these weapons).!!
Weapons that are often illegal have a law level specified next to them; PCs will need a license to 
carry them, which requires an Admin check (modified by SP) with a DM set by the Law level (see 
the section on Tech and Law Levels below). Weapons can always be stored without a license on 
any vessels the PCs own, but not in other property (e.g. planet-side accomodation).!!
Note also that although a weapon may be available within the RP of the party, it may not be 
available due to either the law level of the planet, or the characters’ lack of appropriate contacts. 
This problem also applies when a person with Broker skill attempts to obtain the weapon through 
unorthodox means - the necessary contacts must be available for the Broker check to have any 
chance of working.!!

Weapon TL Damage Heft Mass RP

Unarmed attack - 1d6 - - -

Improvised weapon - 2d6-2 - - -

Club 1 2d6 0 1 -

Dagger 1 1d6+2 - - -1

Shield 1 1d6 - 3 -1

Staff 1 2d6 1 2 -

Blade 2 2d6 - 0.5 -1

Broadsword 2 4d6 2 3 -1

Cutlass 2 2d6+4 -1 1 -1

Field effector 10 lvl*(d6) - - -

Field sword 10 3d6+4 - - 1

Rapier 3 1d6+4 -2 0.5 -1

Stunstick 8 1d6 - 0.5 0
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!!
TABLE 6: RANGED WEAPONS!!

!
Armour 
!
Table 7 gives the RP value of armours available on different planets, along with its protective value. 
It includes some primitive armours, which Priests and drifters may insist on wearing. It also 
includes some personal shielding, which can be generated by devices or by certain Priest, 
Technomage or psionic effects (though these have no cost). Where armour is illegal, its 
appropriate law level is given in brackets next to the name of the armour. Again note that some 
armour (such as Battle Dress) will not be available even if the PCs have the required RP, as they 
will need appropriate contacts and justification to obtain high-grade military gear. Some advanced 
armours have other uses, which are given in the notes section of the table.!

Weapon TL LL Damage Auto Recoil Mass Magazine RP

Pistols

Antique 3 6 3d6-6 No -1 1 1 -1

Revolver 5 5 3d6-3 No 0 1 6 -1

Autopistol 6 5 3d6-3 No 0 0.5 15 -1

Snub pistol 8 5 3d6-3 No - - 6 -1

Body pistol 8 5 3d6-3 No -1 - 6 0

Laser pistol 10 5 2d6+2 No - 1 - 0

Stunner 10 8 2d6+3 No - 0.5 - 0

Gauss pistol 13 5 3d6 4 -1 0.5 - 1

Rifles

Antique 3 6 3d6-3 No -1 6 1 -1

Rifle 5 6 3d6 No 0 5 20 -1

Autorifle 6 4 3d6 4 1 5 20 0

Assault rifle 7 3 4d6 4 1 4 30 0

Accelerator rifle 9 3 4d6 No - 2 15 1

ACR 10 3 3d6! 6 0 3 40 1

Laser carbine 9 3 3d6 No - 2 - 0

Laser rifle 11 3 4d6 No - 4 - 1

Gauss rifle 12 3 4d6 4 0 4 80 1

Plasma rifle 16 2 6d6 No -1 6 - 2

Shotgun 4 7 4d6 No 2 4 6 0
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!
TABLE 7: ARMOUR COSTS AND BENEFITS!!

!
Cybernetics and bioengineering  
!
Cybernetics and bioengineering are common amongst ex-military and professional people in the 
Confederacy, but a peaceful society such as the Confederacy does not have much respect for 
such enhancements, and people with excessive cyberware will tend to alienate those around them. 
While cyberware and bioengineering is important for combat and space effectiveness, it can make 
a negative impression on strangers, and cyberware renders its hosts vulnerable to hacking.!!
Cyber and bio enhancements build up a cumulative negative effect on a PC’s social skill, as they 
render the PC’s interactions less human and make the PC look more and more freakish. Every 
piece of cyberware or bioengineering a PC gains reduces their social attribute by 1. If the PC 
reaches 0 points of social through a combination of bio- and cyber-engineering that includes at 
least 1 point of cyberware, they become a cybernaut, with one single benefit: they become immune 

Armour TL Protection Required skill RP Mass Notes

Jack 1 1 - - 1

Chain 3 3 Athletics 0 -1 8

Scale 3 4 Athletics 0 -1 10

Plate 4 6 Athletics 1 -1 20

Cloth 7 3 - -1 2

10 5 - 0 1

Flak jacket (5) 7 4 - 0 2

8 6 - 0 2

Vacc suit 8 4 Vacc suit 1 0 24

12 6 Vacc suit 0 0 12

14 8 Vacc suit 0 0 4

17 10 Vacc suit 0 1 4 Includes shield, life 
support

Ablat 9 1 (6) - 1 2 Better vs. lasers

Reflec 10 0 (10) - 1 1 Better vs. lasers

Personal shielding 15 lvl - lvl 0 Stacks with armour

Combat armour (4) 11 12 Vacc suit 0 0 18

12 14 Vacc suit 0 1 10

14 16 Vacc suit 0 1 6

Battle dress (2) 13 16 Battle dress 1 2 26 (6.5) Many benefits

14 18 Battle dress 1 3 12 (3) Many benefits
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to psionics. PCs must pay a heavy price in social isolation to reach this point, however, and most 
PCs will stop at a couple of points of bio- and cyber-engineering.!!
Cyberware is divided into four categories:!!
• Link!
• System!
• Weapons and armour!
• Attribute!!
Any single enhancement in any of these categories will reduce social by 1. Table 7 describes 
examples of these enhancements.!!
For example, a PC who chooses to use his mustering out benefits to get two RP-1 enhancements 
could choose sub dermal armour 1 and reaction boost; he or she could then start the game with a 
cyberlink and rippers for free, as they are RP 0. This would reduce the PC’s social standing by 4 
points (1 for each point of enancement). This person moves jerkily and has obvious sub dermal 
bulk, and anyone interacting with him or her can tell they are no longer fully human, with 
corresponding social penalties.!!
A PC cannot have more points of cyberware than their intelligence score, even if this attribute is 
below their social attribute.!!
Players should maintain a separate tally of their total cyberload, as it can sometimes be relevant to 
other circumstances. For example, psionic checks by a PC suffer a penalty equal to their 
cybernetic load.!!
TABLE 7: CYBERNETIC ENHANCEMENTS!!

!

Category Enhancement RP Effect

Link Cyberlink 0 Enables connection with other receptive 
technologies

System Sensory enhancement 1 Improves one sensory system

Reaction 1 +1 initiative

Hacking baffles lvl Improves resistance to hacking by + lvl

Field baffles 1+lvl Improves resistance to field effects 
(including gravity and technomagic) by +lvl

Weapons Rippers 0 Built-in weapon equivalent to a blade!

Wolvers 1 Serious arm blades, equivalent to a cutlass, 
no heft

Armour Subderm armour lvl Built-in armour that stops lvl points of 
damage. Stacks with other armour

Attribute Booster lvl +lvl to dex

Bone weave lvl +lvl to str

Jack lvl +lvl to one skill
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Bio-engineering enhancements also take four forms: sense, environment, weapon/armour, and 
ability. Table 8 summarises these enhancements. Bio enhancements do not affect a PC’s ability to 
use psionics or other mental skills, but they are noticeable and clearly affect interactions with other 
people. !!
For example, a PC might choose skin weave (1) and Resistance (2) when mustering out. They can 
then choose night vision and claw before starting the adventure (as RP 0 abilities are freely 
available to anyone). Although they now have a bio-engineering suite with 3 levels and 5 items, 
their total social reduction is 4, 1 for each item. A PC with a social skill of 8 who chose these 
enhancements would drop to 4, meaning they have a -1 on all social checks. If they subsequently 
obtained a cybernetic reaction bonus to give +1 initiative, their social would further drop to 3. !!
Note that cloned body parts and other natural replacements do not count as bio-engineering and 
do not contribute to the total bio-load.!!
TABLE 8: BIO-ENGINEERING ENHANCEMENTS!!

!
Cosmetic and universal enhancements 
In many ways the people of the Spiral Confederacy are post-human, with a strong interest in 
adapting their bodies to fit any environment and to transcend the limits of the traditional human 
frame. This is evident in the bodies of citizens of the Core and the Rim, who have a wide range of 
basic re-engineering performed at or before birth, at no social cost. This includes complex 
vaccinations and hormonal adjustments that give their recipients almost complete immunity to most 

Category Enhancement RP Effect

Sense Night vision 0 See at night

Hunter’s vision 1 +1 to all attacks and to any other perception 
efforts

Sixth sense 2 Able to fight blind, sense ambushes

Environment Resistance Lvl Reduce damage from extreme heat/cold by 
lvl

Gills 1 Able to breathe underwater

Vaccuum adjusted 3 Able to survive for short periods in vacuum 
with no suit; with a breather, can last 
indefinitely in vaccuum

Weapon Claw 0 Gain a claw that does 2d6 damage

Venom 1 Bite/claw has a poison attack

Armour Skinweave lvl Armour equal to lvl; stacks with other 
armour

Resistance Lvl Gain +lvl on checks against gas, poisons 
etc.

Ability Flight 3 Able to fly

Climb 1 Special hand and foot enhancements 
enable climbing

Extra limb 2 An extra limb! And the ability to control it
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normal diseases and the ability to control many aspects of their ordinary physical function, 
including the ability to create and directly absorb stimulants, pain killers, and a dazzling array of 
party drugs. !!
Especially in the Core, the human body goes through fashions, and most people who live in the 
Core have taken minor, cosmetic enhancements to change their appearance and some aspects of 
function at some point in their lives, especially in their youth. These cosmetic enhancements and 
basic re-engineering changes do not affect the social standing of their recipients, though they may 
appear vain and deeply stupid to older people and outsiders. Most of these adjustments are also 
RP0, so PCs can adopt any of them at any time with little effort. Some may take time to implement, 
and some - like adaptive vaccinations - only work if they are taken at birth and spread through the 
human body as it grows and experiences new diseases. It is theoretically possible, however, for 
even the “purest” of barbarians from some outlying Remnant world to get fully gland- and sexually-
reengineered upon entry into the rim, and so enjoy the full range of ecstasies available to citizens 
of the Spiral. This isn’t always wise though, and there is a well-recognised process of dropout that 
afflicts adults who get these systemic enhancements after their teenage years, when they are not 
able to learn the necessary restraint and mechanisms to manage them psychologically. !
 
The human body can be reengineered until it is almost unrecognizable, but the soul remains 
obstinately impervious to technology.!!
Tech and law levels!!
All planets, worlds, settlements and some larger space ships have a tech level and a law level 
assigned to them, which describes the society’s ability to construct and understand technological 
objects, and the degree of legal structure. These values are both direct measures of the kinds of 
technology that is available on the world and the types of weapons that are (typically) banned, and 
also abstract measures of the challenges (or ease) of certain activities on these planets. !!
Tech and law levels can be treated as attributes which modify the social and material context in 
which PC actions happen. For example, a PC will find it easier to pick a TL 9 lock than a TL11 lock, 
and it is easier for a trader to find a contact willing to sell assault rifles on a lawless frontier planet 
than a hyper-civilised core world. In such situations, the planet’s law level or tech level is treated as 
an attribute, and the DM from that attribute applied as a bonus or penalty to the character’s efforts. 
So for example the TL 9 lock would apply a DM of +1 to the character’s roll, since TL 9 locks are 
well-made and have advanced security features. In contrast, attempting to find an assault rifle on a 
world with  a law level of 5 - where people with shotguns and rifles walk around openly carrying 
them  - would be easier, and an attribute of 5 applies a DM of -1 to the roll. !!
Law level modifiers will typically apply to attempts to buy illegal goods (even if these goods are 
within the characters’ Resource Pool); administrative tasks (worlds with more law have more laws, 
and more sophisticated processes for dealing with government bodies); attempts to avoid 
searchers or other intrusive checks; and attempts at bribery.!!
Tech levels will apply to some research and investigation attempts (potentially with a reversed sign 
to reflect the benefits of working in a high-tech environment); hacking and control attempts that 
interact with local systems and structures; attempts to understand new technology; and attempts to 
use unfamiliar technology.!!
Other technological details of the Spiral Confederacy!!
The Spiral Confederacy is a post-scarcity society, and many aspects of life in the Confederacy may 
be unusual to players used to adventuring in resource-limited settings. The most obvious way in 
which the Confederacy is different is the simple availability of resources. While resources are not 
infinite, the PCs should want for nothing. If the PCs arrive on a new world, for example, and want 
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transport, they will simply receive it. This transport may be in the form of a car arranged by their 
accomodation, a vehicle they obtain from a local dealer, or simply constant use of taxis, but they 
can assume easy access to such facilities. Obviously if the PCs are out in the desert alone and 
need a ride nothing will be forthcoming; but if they plan ahead they should be able to easily obtain 
and use resources when they need to. Some resources may take time to gather, and an Admin or 
Broker check could be used to speed up this process, but even complex resources can be 
gathered together slowly if their component parts are within the players’ RP. For example, if the 
PCs want to prepare a place to stay that has a rudimentary sick bay and garages for extra cars, 
they should be able to do this even at RP 0 - all of these elements are available at RP 0. This will 
take time, since they will need to find a location large enough, gather separate parts of their sick 
bay, and buy some extra cars, but provided their plans don’t involve an especially large space that 
might infringe on local property use, don’t demand rare and unusual vehicles, and don’t require 
anything that wouldn’t be readily available to local clinics, the task of assembling it is just one of 
putting in the appropriate requisitions and waiting. Obviously they might have difficulty doing this 
on an asteroid settlement, where space is at a premium and deliveries of material may only occur 
once or twice a week; but there is no resource or financial reason they couldn’t do this on a planet.!!
There are many other ways in which this post-scarcity setting affects the way the PCs adventure.!

Laser weapons and distributed power 
In the Spiral Confederacy power can be beamed locally, using field technology to move energy 
directly from remote locations to local energy cells. This means that if the pcs are keyed to a power 
source they can have unlimited power to compatible cells, even across sub-stellar (star system) 
distances. This means that laser weapons, though weak, never run out of shots, and grav vehicles 
never run out of energy.!!
Typically, residents of a community key all their devices to local energy sources (usually fusion 
power plants) and move freely without concern for power supplies or recharging. In some settings 
where power sources are sparser or devices less technologically advanced, users will have to 
reset their devices to local power sources when they move beyond a certain distance (often 
planetary) from their current supply, in order to maintain balance across the full system. In this 
case, power supply becomes like wi-fi in the 21st century, with users selecting their power supply 
as they move across locations. In the Core and much of the Rim even this attention to detail is 
unncessary, as power supplies are so plentiful that they can never be drained or unbalanced, and 
the power supplies themselves adapt their fields intelligently to ensure all energy needs are 
supplied.  !!
In situations where the PCs do not have the right to be present - in remote locations or blockaded 
areas - this obviously creates a problem, since many of their devices will have no inherent charge 
and will collapse. This problem can be solved in two ways: by keying smaller devices to a portable 
power system (such as the group’s starship or a local vehicle with its own micro-fusion power 
source); or by stealing the link. Adherents and Technomancers can key devices cells to local power 
sources that might otherwise be off limits to the PCs, in which case the range of the keyed source 
is the local system. Note however that many power sources are monitored for new connections, 
and Adherents and Technomancers are also able to monitor and trace energy links. Stealing power 
can have very bad consequences if the PCs want to go undetected and the power source is 
appropriately protected.!

Moving to a resource-limited setting 
!
Sometimes the PCs will need to head to a planet or settlement that is still in a scarcity economy. 
Such planets do not have sufficient resources to adequately supply all their citizens with the basics 
of life, or their ruling elite does not consider such a supply to be a good idea. These economies 
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often use barbaric means of exchange such as currency or barter, and typically people have to 
prove their productive value (through labour) in order to receive goods. Often these societies have 
high levels of inequality, and maintain vicious and punitive laws to ensure that this inequality does 
not cause too much trouble for the ruling elite. If the PCs enter these settings naively they will 
arrive with none of the necessary local resources, and will have to fight or steal from local people in 
order to survive. !!
Fortunately the Spiral Confederacy is aware of these problems, and provides people heading to 
these fragrant settings with a pre-arrival resource package, typically consisting of an endowment of 
precious metals, drug capsules, and weaponry that can be traded with the locals. If the 
Confederacy already has contacts in the system it will likely have a ready supply of local currency 
(or the ability to immediately produce a large quantity) which will be given to the PCs before they 
arrive. A group of PCs with RP 0 will then be able to arrive at any such society with resources 
sufficient to live as well as the local elite.!!
Preparing these resources is an administrative task and may take time, depending on what 
currency is readily available, how easy it is to forge, and what barter goods are best to take to the 
planet. If the characters wish to skip this task - either because they do not want the Confederacy to 
know of their journey, or they don’t have time to wait - they will need to find their own methods for 
securing resources when they arrive. !!
Confederacy starships 
!
With almost infinite resources at its disposal, the Confederacy has a large supply of extremely big 
spaceships that it deploys for military, contact and diplomatic purposes. These spaceships are 
usually powered by near-AI level computers, have advanced residence spaces, and often have 
external atmosphere. The full capabilities of these starships have not been often tested in battle, 
and it is not known how many exist across the Confederacy. They are few enough that most star 
travellers never see them, but sometimes in the Frontier they can be encountered. !!
Confederacy starships of this size are referred to by geographical features, ranging from River, 
Bay, Peninsula, Island, Continent, Planet to the (rumoured) Nebula class ships. No ship the PCs 
will ever possess will ever be able to fight, outrun or infiltrate these monsters of the spaceways, 
and no one should think of even trying.!!!
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Invocations and Hacks!!
This section describes common Priest invocations and Technomantic hacks. Priests choose Soc+3 
invocations at character creation, while Technomancers choose Int+3 hacks. There is no restriction 
on this initial choice, but some invocations and hacks have large DMs (due to the challenge of 
implementing them) and may be beyond a beginning character to use effectively.!!
In this section, remember that a bonus (penalty) is a number that is added to (or subtracted from) 
the dice roll, while a DM (difficulty modifier) is added to (or subtracted from) the target number. The 
effect of a roll is the difference between the roll and the target number.!!
Technomancer hacks!!
Technomancer hacks are cast using Field Effector + Int, modified by party knowledge pool as a 
bonus and the tech level or endurance of any system they might be targeting as a DM (if 
necessary). The default difficulties given for hacks assume that the Technomancer is targeting one 
person, and that the duration of any hack is either concentration, instantaneous or 1-6 rounds 
(depending on the description). Changing the duration increases the DM by 1 per change, and 
targeting more people increases the DM by 1 per additional target. Common hacks are detailed 
below.!!
Where a target is Biological, the targets Endurance is applied as a DM. Where the target is 
Technological, the target Tech Level is applied as a DM. Where a target is cybernetic, the DM is 
the sum of target Endurance and Tech Level.!!
A Technomancer can concentrate on a maximum of Int hacks at once, but all his or her actions 
suffer a penalty equal to the number of hacks maintained during this period.!!
Where the target of the hack is Self, the Technomancer does not need to make a scan, and can 
extend the spell to someone else without making a scan, at +2 difficulty. Every additional person 
beyond the first adds a further +1 DM, so that affecting two people other than the Technomancer 
would add 3 to the DM.!!
The Technomancer can choose to swap duration and effect where a hack has the duration of 
concentration. In this case the hack will apply a fixed outcome for a duration equal to the effect of 
the dice roll. The Technomancer chooses the outcome before rolling, and the level of outcome 
becomes the DM on the skill check (in addition to the base DM of the spell). For example, the 
Hinder hack has a DM of 0 and a concentration duration. The Technomancer could chose instead 
to make the duration equal to the effect of the dice roll, and have the penalty due to the Hinder 
hack be -2. Then the DM of the hack becomes 2, and it lasts for 1 round per point of effect.!!
Stun 
Target type: Biological!
DM: +2!
Duration: Effect in rds!
Outcome: Target is stunned, unable to make any offensive or major actions for the duration of the 
hack.!

Hinder 
Target type: Biological!
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DM: 0!
Duration: Concentration!
Outcome: While the Technomancer concentrates the target suffers a penalty of effect on all 
physical actions.!

Confuse 
Target type: Biological!
DM: 0!
Duration: Concentration!
Outcome: While the Technomancer concentrates the target suffers a penalty of effect on all mental 
actions.!

Invisibility 
Target type: self!
DM: +2!
Duration: effect in rds!
Outcome: The Technomancer is rendered invisible to normal (visual) scanning systems, including 
eyes, IR scanners, etc. This hack doesn’t fool radar, sonar, echo-location, or non-visual scanning 
systems including psionics. The hack can be applied to someone else (+2 difficulty), groups of 
people (additional +1 per target), and additional sensory ranges (e.g. sound) at +2 per sensory 
system, but it cannot fool psionics.!!
Visions 
Target type: Biological!
DM: +4!
Duration: Concentration!
Outcome: The target sees images that the Technomancer wants them to see, through 
manipulation of visual organs. This essentially creates an illusion that looks real to the target. 
Extend to additional senses (smell, sound) at +2 per sensory system. Apply the TL of cybernetic 
systems as a DM.!
 !

Feed 
Target type: Technological!
DM:+0!
Duration: Concentration!
Outcome: The Technomancer is able to place images inside a camera or optical system. This can 
include pre-existing film, or the Technomancer can attempt to project his or her own imagined 
visions into the feed. If the Technomancer is using his or her own visions, apply a DM of +2 to +5 
depending on how familiar the Technomancer is with the scene, and how difficult the vision will be.!!
Silence 
Target type: self!
DM: 0!
Duration: effect in rds!
Outcome: Sound in the Technomancer’s immediate vicinity is deadened, granting a bonus on 
stealth checks. !
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!
Personal shield 
Target type: self!
DM: +2!
Duration: Concentration!
Outcome: The Technomancer’s protection is increased by the effect of the spell, as a thin force 
shield is projected around the Technomancer’s body.!!
Paralysis 
Target type: Biological!
DM: +4!
Duration: effect in rounds!
Outcome: The target is paralysed - completely incapable of any movement except breathing - for 
the duration of the hack. This will immediately cause the target to fall over, and drop whatever he, 
she or it is holding.!!
Sleep 
Target type: Biological!
DM: +2!
Duration: Natural!
Outcome: The target falls asleep. Note that this hack takes a few rounds to commence, and will 
not affect those standing up, since they would fall down - it only works on people who are already 
in a position (such as sitting) where sleeping would be natural. Once asleep they can be woken 
naturally, and the quality of their sleep will depend on their position and environment. It can be 
used in combat as a follow-on from Paralysis to ensure targets remain out for the duration of 
combat, though they may still get a perception check to wake up each round.!!
System hack 
Target type: Technological!
DM: +0!
Duration: Concentration!
Outcome: The Technomancer gains control of a peripheral system such as a door lock, vehicle 
control system or remote gun turret. In addition to DMs due to tech level, the system may have 
defensive software in place that applies additional DMs. The effect of the dice roll indicates the 
degree of control that the Technomancer achieves (if applicable) and also the DM on attempts to 
regain control of the system by other Technomancers, Adherents or security administrators. Full 
control of the system may only be possible for effect 5+, if it is, for example, a vehicle being hacked 
remotely.!!
System Scramble 
Target type: Technological!
DM: +2!
Duration: Concentration!
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Outcome: The Technomancer scrambles the function of a peripheral technological system so that 
all actions using it suffer a penalty equal to the effect of the dice roll. Other penalties and attempts 
to regain control apply as in the System Hack hack. The Technomancer can give this hack a fixed 
outcome of 1-6 rounds by increasing the DM by 2.!!
System Down 
Target type: Technological!
DM: +4!
Duration: Permanent!
Outcome: The Technomancer shuts down a peripheral technological system immediately. This 
hack also gives the Technomancer the ability to power up systems that have been shutdown, 
provided they have a power supply.!!
Power key 
Target type: Technological!
DM: +0!
Duration: Permanent!
Outcome: The Technomancer can key an object to a power supply to which he or she does not 
otherwise have access authority. !!
Pass 
Target type: Technological!
DM: +2!
Duration: Instantaneous!
Outcome: The Technomancer can bypass security on a basic system such as a door, login screen 
or other technological security system.!!
Unlock 
Target type: Technological!
DM: +4!
Duration: Instantaneous!
Outcome: The Technomancer can bypass mechanical security on a basic system such as a door, 
safe or other physical object. This is slightly harder than technological bypasses due to the need to 
move physical objects with the field effector.!!
Cybernetic freeze 
Target type: cybernetic!
DM: +0!
Duration: concentration!
Outcome: The Technomancer stops a single cybernetic system from working, preventing the 
target from enacting with it in any way. The effect of the hack indicates the DM for any attempts to 
regain control of the cybernetic system through external methods (such as Technomancy). This 
hack also gives the Technomancer the ability to reverse this hack when it is cast on themselves or 
an ally.!
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!
Cybernetic control 
Target type: Cybernetic!
DM: +4!
Duration: concentration!
Outcome: The Technomancer gains control of a single cybernetic system and can use it to his or 
her own devices. The Cybernetic freeze hack can be used to undo this hack; the DM is the effect 
of the controller’s dice roll.!!!!!
Priest Invocations!!
Priest invocations are cast using Faith+Soc, using the party Knowledge Pool as a penalty and 
applying any DMs for the specific invocation being cast. Unlike hacks, the duration, area of effect 
and often effect of the invocation are fixed through ritual and history and cannot be changed to suit 
the situation, so the Priest needs to learn specific invocations if he or she wants to do a slightly 
different thing to that listed here.!
 
Priests can only maintain one concentration effect at a time, and cannot perform other actions 
while they concentrate - they are essentially praying to their non-existent god in order to focus their 
magic, and cannot do other things. To cast an invocation usually requires some small ritual and 
sometimes also an object of faith and some gestures - it cannot be easily hidden as is the case for 
a Technomancer or Adherent. Priest invocations are also affected by cyberware, so the PC’s cyber 
level applies as a penalty to the dice roll.!!
All Priests can attempt to counter another Priest’s spellcasting, when the spell is cast, as an 
opposed Faith check. Priests can also make a Perception check (with Faith + Int) to try and identify 
if someone else is a Priest. This is opposed by Deception if the other Priest is actively trying to hide 
their faith.!!
Where a duration or area of effect is listed as [scalable] it means that the Priest can lengthen/
expand it to the next unit of time/area with a +1 DM. !!
Blessing 
Range: Self!
DM: +0!
Duration: Effect in rds [scalable]!
Area of effect: All visible allies!
Outcome: All allies gain a +1 on all actions for the duration.!!
Curse 
Range: sight!
DM: +2!
Duration: Effect in rds!
Area of effect: All visible enemies!
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Outcome: All visible enemies gain a -1 on all actions for the duration. Increase the DM by 2 if 
casting the spell through a camera or other remote viewing system.!!
Heal 
Range: touch!
DM: +2!
Duration: Permanent!
Area of effect: 1 person!
Outcome: The target is healed for effect damage points. This spell can only be cast once for each 
set of wounds a person has received; the same target cannot be affected again until they are 
injured again. This is because the Priest’s god will only allow them to intervene in one person’s fate 
once until that fate is affected again.!!
Speech 
Range: Speech!
DM: +0!
Duration: Effect in hours [scalable]!
Area of effect: Self!
Outcome: The Priest is able to speak the language of one person he or she is communicating 
with, provided that the Priest is physically able to hear and shape the sounds he or she hears. This 
can include someone the Priest cannot see (such as over a radio).!!
Lance of faith 
Range: 20m!
DM: Target Endurance!
Duration: Instantaneous!
Area of effect: One person !
Outcome: The target is struck by some force of faith, which does damage equal to the effect of the 
Faith check. This damage bypasses all armour except Soul Armour.!!
Soul Armour 
Range: 10m!
DM: +2!
Duration: 1 round per effect [scalable]!
Area of effect: 1 person [scalable; +1 DM per person]!
Outcome: The target receives spiritual armour that protects against physical, psionic and faith 
attacks with a protection of 5. This armour stacks with physical armour, shields and other 
protection.!!
Fire of faith 
Range: 20m!
DM: +4!
Duration: Instantaneous!
Area of effect: 5m radius!
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Outcome: The Priest causes a ball of fire to erupt in the area of effect, doing 1d6 damage per 
point of effect. Treat as a standard grenade attack.!!
Enhancement 
Range: Touch!
DM: +2!
Duration: 1 minute per effect [scalable]!
Area of effect: 1 person!
Outcome: The target gains +1 to a single attribute for the duration of the invocation.!!
Charm 
Range: Sight!
DM: Target Social+2!
Duration: 1 minute per effect [scalable]!
Area of effect: 1 person!
Outcome: The target becomes good friends with the Priest, and amenable to the Priest’s 
suggestions and requests.!!
Dominate 
Range: Touch!
DM: Target Social +4!
Duration: 1 minute per effect [scalable]!
Area of effect: 1 person!
Outcome: The target falls completely under the control of the Priest, doing anything he or she is 
told. Directly illegal or dangerous acts give the target a chance to break the invocation with an 
opposed check (Social vs. Faith) with a DM on the Faith check determined by the GM.!!
Calm 
Range: Sight!
DM: Target Social!
Duration: 1 round per effect [scalable]!
Area of effect: One person [scalable; all targets do a contested social check against the Faith 
check]!
Outcome: Causes the target to cease aggressive actions for the duration of the invocation. This 
will cause the targets to cease attacking the caster, but not his or her allies, and the spell is broken 
if the targets see their allies being attacked or they are attacked themselves. If the Priest knows 
combat is coming he or she may be able to cast this spell before combat begins.!!
Face 
Range: Self!
DM: +4!
Duration: 1 minute per effect [scalable]!
Area of effect: Self!
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Outcome: The Priest changes his or her facial features, and other aspects of body structure 
(including gender) to look like someone else. This can be a generic someone else or a specific 
person. Note that the spell does not mimic DNA, finger- or retina-prints, as the Priest is ignorant of 
such things.!!
Veil of ignorance 
Range: Self!
DM: +2!
Duration: 1 minute per effect [scalable]!
Area of effect: Self!
Outcome: The Priest becomes invisible to all technological sensors: cameras, IR sensors, laser 
sensors, body scans, and all other forms of technological sensor more complex than a trip wire 
simply do not register the Priest. This does not mean that the Priest can open locked doors or pass 
through barriers, but it does mean (for example) that if the Priest had a security card to open a 
door, that door opening would not register on a security database, and the Priest would be invisible 
on the cameras filming the door, and any pressure sensors on either side of the door.!!
Power of faith 
Range: Touch!
DM: +2!
Duration: 1 round per effect!
Area of effect: 1 target!
Outcome: The target becomes stronger, gaining +1 on melee attack rolls and doing +1d6 damage 
with melee weapons (including Field Swords and cyberweapons).!!
Mirror of the soul 
Range: Self!
DM: +4!
Duration: 1 minute per effect [scalable]!
Area of effect: 1 location!
Outcome: The Priest can use this spell to view a remote location whose position he or she knows, 
or which he or she has had described or has seen. This location does not have to be in the same 
system as the Priest, and the Priest does not have to have been there him or herself, just know the 
location (in a system of reference the Priest understands) or have seen it. For example, if the 
Priest has seen security footage of a prison on the other side of the Confederacy, the Priest can 
scry on that location at any time, but only on the location that he or she has previously seen in the 
footage. This is why you never allow a Priest into the Bridge of your spaceship.
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